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The semiclassical partial spectra are obtained from subspace projected quantities,
while the classical dynamics is full dimensional
Semiclassical Methods: the Divide-and-Conquer idea
DC-SCIVR
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DFT B3LYP/ 6-31g* 
t = 25000 a.u. (0.6 ps)
dt = 10 a.u (0.24 fs)
● DC-SCIVR 
 Molecular Mechanics / Force Field
Amber94 FF 
t = 1 ps
dt =  0.2 fs
● DC-SCIVR 
● Harmonic calculation
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Results: Geometry Optimization




RMSD = 0.147 Å RMSD = 0.318 Å
















mode Exp DC-SCIVR Harm.
3OH 3580 3678
aNH2 3545 3400 3425
NH 3438 3370 3441









mode Exp DC-SCIVR Harm.
aNH2 3520 3310 3385
NH(I) 3452 3305 3346
NH(II) 3363 3270 3324
sNH2 3388 3190 3251
MAE 162 104
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PES Considerations
Amber94 PES presents broader wells 
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 Conclusions
Semiclassical ab-initio results are in agreement with the 
experiment with the typical accuracy of the method (20-30 cm-1)
Future Developments
Amber94 is able to accurately predict minimum geometries
The best Amber94 results come from harmonic analysis, while 
the worst set derives from the semiclassical approach
Amber seems to perform well only in describing free, uncoupled 
motion, like for example some simple NH stretchings
Amber94 semiclassical analysis in condensed phase systems
Other more accurate Force Fields
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